Then the Lord Gaspar: 1 “I remember,” quoth he, “that these lords yester-
night, reasoning of the Courtier’s qualities, did allow him to be a lover; and in
making rehearsal 2 of as much as hitherto hath been spoken, a man may pick
out a conclusion that the Courtier which with his worthiness and credit must
incline his prince to virtue must in manner of necessity be aged, for knowledge
cometh very seldom time before years, and specially in matters that he learned
with experience. I cannot see, when he is well drawn in years, how it will stand
well with him to be a lover, considering, as it hath been said the other night,
love frameth not with old men, and the tricks that in young men be gallantness,
courtesy, and preciseness so acceptable to women, in them are mere follies
and fondness 3 to be laughed at, and purchase him that useth them hatred of
women and mocks of others. Therefore, in case this your Aristotle, an old
Courtier, were a lover and practiced the feats that young lovers do, as some
that we have seen in our days, I fear me he would forget to teach his prince;
and peradventure boys would mock him behind his back, and women would
have none other delight in him but to make him a jesting-stock.”

Then said the Lord Octavian: 4 “Since all the other qualities appointed to
the Courtier are meet for him, although he be old, me-think we should not
then bar him from this happiness to love.”

“Nay rather,” quoth the Lord Gaspar, “to take this love from him is a per-
fection over and above, and a making him to live happily out of misery and
wretchedness.”

M. Peter Bembo 5 said: “Remember you not, my Lord Gaspar, that the Lord
Octavian declared the other night in his device of pastimes, although he be
not skilfull in love, to know yet that there be some lovers which reckon the
disdains, the angers, the debates and torments which they receive of their
ladies, sweet? Whereupon he required to be taught the cause of this sweetness.
Therefore, in case our Courtier, though he be old, were kindled with those
loves that be sweet without any bitter smack, he should feel no misery nor
wretchedness at all. And being wise, as we set case 6 he is, he should not be
deceived in thinking to be meet for him whatsoever were meet for young men,
but in loving should perhaps love after a sort that might not only not bring
him in slander, but to much praise and great happiness, without any loath-
someness at all, the which very seldom or in manner never happeneth to young
men; and so should he neither lay aside the teaching of his prince, not yet
commit anything that should deserve the mocking of boys.”
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Then spake the Duchess: “I am glad, M. Peter, that you have not been much troubled in our reasonings this night, for now we may be the bolder to give you in charge to speak, and to teach the Courtier this so happy a love, which bringeth with it neither slander nor any inconvenience; for perhaps it shall be one of the necessariest and profitablest qualities that hitherto hath been given him; therefore speak, of good fellowship, as much as you know therein.”

M. Peter laughed and said: “I would be loath, madam, where I say it is lawful for old men to love, it should be an occasion for these ladies to think me old; therefore hardly give ye this enterprise to another.”

The Duchess answered: “You ought not to refuse to be counted old in knowledge, though ye be young in years. Therefore say on, and excuse yourself no more.”

M. Peter said: “Surely, madam, if I must entreat upon this matter, I must first go ask counsel of my hermit Lavinello.”

The Lady Emilia said then half in anger: “There is never a one in all the company so disobedient as you be, M. Peter, therefore should the Duchess do well to chastise you somewhat for it.”

M. Peter said smiling: “For love of God, madam, be not angry with me, for I will say whatever you will have me.”

“Go to, say on then,” answered the Lady Emilia.

Then M. Peter after a while’s silence, somewhat settling himself as though he should entreat upon a weighty matter, said thus: “My Lords, to show that old men may love not only without slander, but otherwhile more happily than young men, I must be enforced to make a little discourse to declare what love is, and wherein consisteth the happiness that lovers may have. Therefore I beseech you give the hearing with heedfulness, for I hope to make you understand that it were not unfitting for any man here to be a lover, in case he were fifteen or twenty years elder than M. Morello.”

And here, after they had laughed awhile, M. Peter proceeded: “I say, therefore, that according as it is defined of the wise men of old time, love is nothing else but a certain coveting to enjoy beauty; and forsomuch as coveting longeth for nothing but for things known, it is requisite that knowledge go evermore before coveting, which of his own nature willeth the good, but of himself is blind and knoweth it not. Therefore hath nature so ordained that to every virtue of knowledge there is annexed a virtue of longing. And because in our soul there be three manner ways to know, namely, by sense, reason, and understanding: of sense ariseth appetite or longing, which is common to us with brute beasts; of reason ariseth election or choice, which is proper to man; of understanding, by the which man may be partner with angels, ariseth will. Even as therefore the sense knoweth not but sensible matters and that which may be felt, so the appetite or coveting only desireth the same; and even as the understanding is bent but to behold things that may be understood, so is that will only fed with spiritual goods. Man of nature endowed with reason, placed, as it were, in the middle between these two extremities, may, through
his choice inclining to sense or reaching to understanding, come nigh to the
coveting, sometime of the one, sometime of the other part. In these sorts
therefore may beauty be coveted, the general name whereof may be applied
to all things, either natural or artificial, that are framed in good proportion
and due temper,⁵ as their nature beareth. But speaking of the beauty that we
mean, which is only it that appeareth in bodies, and especially in the face of
man, and moveth this fervent coveting which we call love, we will term it an
influence of the heavenly bountifulness, the which for all it stretcheth over all
things that be created (like the light of the sun), yet when it findeth out a face
well proportioned, and framed with a certain lively agreement of several colors,
and set forth with lights and shadows, and with an orderly distance and limits
of lines, thereinto it distilleth itself and appeareth most well favored, and deck-
eth out and lighteneth the subject where it shineth with a marvelous grace
and glistering, like the sunbeams that strike against beautiful plate of fine gold
wrought and set with precious jewels, so that it draweth unto it men’s eyes
with pleasure, and piercing through them imprinteth himself in the soul, and
with an unwonted sweetness all to-stirreth⁶ her and delighteth, and setting
her on fire maketh her to covet him. When the soul then is taken with coveting
to enjoy this beauty as a good thing, in case she suffer herself to be guided
with the judgment of sense, she falleth into most deep errors, and judgeth the
body in which beauty is discerned to be the principal cause thereof; whereupon
to enjoy it she reckoneth it necessary to join as inwardly as she can with that
body, which is false; and therefore whoso thinketh in possessing the body to
enjoy beauty, he is far deceived, and is moved to it, not with true knowledge
by the choice of reason, but with false opinion by the longing of sense. Whereupon
the pleasure that followeth it is also false and of necessity full of
errors. And therefore into one of the two vices run all those lovers that satisfy
their unhonest lusts with the women whom they love; for either as soon as
they come to the coveted end, they not only feel a fullness and loathsomeness,
but also conceive a hatred against the right beloved, as though longing
repented him of his offense and acknowledged the deceit wrought him by the
false judgment of sense, that made him believe the ill to be good, or else they
continue in the very same coveting and greediness, as though they were not
indeed come to the end which they sought for. And albeit through the blind
opinion that hath made them drunken (to their seeming) in that instant they
feel a contentation,⁷ as the diseased otherwhile, that dream they drink of some
clear spring, yet they are not satisfied, nor leave off so. And because of pos-
sessing coveted goodness there arises always quietness and satisfaction in the
possessor’s mind, in case this were the true and right end of their coveting,
when they possess it they would be at quietness and throughly satisfied, which
they be not: but rather deceived through that likeness, they forth-with return
again to unbridled coveting, and with the very same trouble which they felt at
the first, they fall again into the raging and most burning thirst of the thing,
that they hope in vain to possess perfectly. These kind of lovers therefore love
most unluckily for either they never come by their covetings, which is a great
unluckiness, or else if they do come by them, they find they come by their
hurt and end their misery with other greater miseries, for both in the beginning
and middle of this love, there is never other thing felt but afflictions, torments,

⁵. The right mixture or combination of elements. ⁶. Moves violently. ⁷. Satisfied condition.
griefs, pining travail, so that to be wan, vexed with continual tears and sighs,
to live with a discontented mind, to be always dumb, or to lament, to covet
death, in conclusion to be most unlucky are the properties which, they say,
belong to lovers. The cause therefore of this wretchedness in men’s minds is
principally sense, which in youthful age beareth most sway, because the lust-
iness of the flesh and of the blood in that season adds unto him even so much
force as it withdraweth from reason. Therefore doth it easily train the soul to
follow appetite or longing, for when she seeth herself drowned in the earthly
prison, because she is set in the office to govern the body, she cannot of herself
understand plainly at the first the truth of spiritual beholding. Wherefore to
compass the understanding of things, she must go beg the beginning at the
senses, and therefore she believeth them and giveth ear to them, and is con-
tented to be led by them, especially when they have so much courage, that (in
a manner) they enforce her, and because they are deceitful they fill her with
errors and false opinions. Whereupon most commonly it happeneth that young
men be wrapped in this sensual love, which is a very rebel against reason, and
therefore they make themselves unworthy to enjoy the favors and benefits
which love bestows upon his true subjects, neither in love feel they any other
pleasures than what beasts without reason do, but much more grievous afflic-
tions. Setting case therefore this to be so, which is most true, I say that the
contrary chanceth to them of a more ripe age. For in case they, when the soul
is not now so much weighted down with the bodily burden, and when the
natural burning assuageth and draweth to a warmth, if they be in flamed with
beauty, and to it bend their coveting guided by reason able choice, they be not
deceived, and possess beauty perfectly, and therefore through the possessing
of it, always goodness ensueth to them. Because beauty is good and conse-
quently the true love of it is most good and holy, and evermore bringeth forth
good fruits in the souls of them that with the bridle of reason restrain the ill
disposition of sense, the which old men can much sooner do than young. It
is not therefore out of reason to say that old men may also love without slander
and more happily than young men, taking notwithstanding this name old, not
for the age at the pit’s brink, nor when the canals of the body be so feeble,
that the soul cannot through them work her feats, but when knowledge in us
is in his right strength. And I will not also hide this from you: namely, that I
suppose where sensual love in every age is naught, yet in young men it deserv-
eth excuse, and perhaps in some case lawful; for although it puts them in
afflictions, dangers, travails, and the unfortunateness that is said, yet are there
many that to win them the goodwill of their ladies practice virtuous things,
which for all they be not bent to a good end, yet are they good of themselves;
and so of that much bitterness they pick out a little sweetness, and through
the adversities which they sustain, in the end they acknowledge their error.
As I judge therefore those young men that bridle their appetites, and love with
reason, to be godly; so do I hold excused such as yield to sensual love,
whereunto they be so inclined through the weakness and frailties of man—so
they show therein meekness, courtesy, and prowess, and the other worthy
conditions that these Lords have spoken of; and when those youthful years be
gone and past, leave it off clean, keeping aloof from this sensual coveting as
from the lowermost step of the stairs, by which a man may ascend to true love.
But in case after they draw in years once, they reserve in their cold heart the
fire of appetites, and bring stout reason in subjection to feeble sense, it cannot
be said how much they are to be blamed: for like men without sense they
deserve with an everlasting shame to be put in the number of unreasonable living creatures, because the thoughts and ways of sensual love be far unfitting for ripe age."

Here Bembo paused awhile, and when all things were whist M. Morello of Ortona said: "And in case there were some old man more fresh and lusty and of a better complexion than many young men, why would you not have it lawful for him to love with the love that young men love?"

The Duchess laughed, and said: "If the love of young men be so unlucky, why would you, M. Morello, that old men should also love with this unluckiness? But in case you were old, as these men say you be, you would not thus procure the hurt of old men."

M. Morello answered: "The hurt of old men, meseemeth, M. Peter Bembo procureth, who will have them to love after a sort that I for my part understand not; and, methink, the possessing of this beauty which he praiseth so much, without the body, is a dream."

"Do you believe, M. Morello," quoth then Count Lewis, "that beauty is always so good a thing as M. Peter Bembo speaketh of?"

"Not I, in good sooth," answered M. Morello. "But I remember rather that I have seen many beautiful women of a most ill inclination, cruel and spiteful, and it seemeth that, in a manner, it happeneth always so, for beauty maketh them proud, and pride, cruel."

Count Lewis said, smiling: "To you perhaps they seem cruel, because they content you not with it that you would have. But cause M. Peter Bembo to teach you in what sort old men ought to covet beauty, and what to seek at their ladies' hands, and what to content themselves withal; and in not passing out of these bounds you shall see that they shall be neither proud nor cruel, and will satisfy you with what you shall require."

M. Morello seemed then somewhat out of patience, and said: "I will not know the thing that toucheth me not. But cause you to be taught how the young men ought to covet this beauty that are not so fresh and lusty as old men be."

Here Sir Frederick, to pacify M. Morello and to break their talk, would not suffer Count Lewis to make answer, but interrupting him said: "Perhaps M. Morello is not altogether out of the way in saying that beauty is not always good, for the beauty of women is many times cause of infinite evils in the world—hatred, war, mortality, and destruction, whereof the razing of Troy can be a good witness; and beautiful women for the most part be either proud and cruel, as is said, or unchaste; but M. Morello would find no fault with that. There be also many wicked men that have the comeliness of a beautiful countenance, and it seemeth that nature hath so shaped them because they may be the readier to deceive, and that this amiable look were like a bait that covereth the hook."

Then M. Peter Bembo: "Believe not," quoth he, "but beauty is always good."

Here Count Lewis, because he would return again to his former purpose, interrupted him and said: "Since M. Morello passeth not to understand that which is so necessary for him, teach it me, and show me how old men may come by this happiness of love, for I will not care to be counted old, so it may profit me."
M. Peter Bembo laughed, and said: “First will I take the error out of these gentlemen’s mind, and afterward will I satisfy you also.” So beginning afresh: “My Lords,” quoth he, “I would not that with speaking ill of beauty, which is a holy thing, any of us as profane and wicked should purchase him the wrath of God. Therefore, to give M. Morello and Sir Frederick warning, that they lose not their sight, as Stesichorus² did—a pain most meet for whoso dispraiseth beauty—I say that beauty cometh of God and is like a circle, the goodness whereof is the center. And therefore, as there can be no circle without a center, no more can beauty be without goodness. Whereupon doth very seldom an ill soul dwell in a beautiful body. And therefore is the outward beauty a true sign of the inward goodness, and in bodies this comeliness is imprinted, more and less, as it were, for a mark of the soul, whereby she is outwardly known; as in trees, in which the beauty of the buds giveth a testimony of the goodness of the fruit. And the very same happeneth in bodies, as it is seen that palmisters by the visage know many times the conditions and otherwhile the thoughts of men. And, which is more, in beasts also a man may discern by the face the quality of the courage, which in the body declareth itself as much as it can. Judge you how plainly in the face of a lion, a horse, and an eagle, a man shall discern anger, fierceness, and stoutness; in lambs and doves, simpleness and very innocency; the crafty subtlety in foxes and wolves; and the like, in a manner, in all other living creatures. The foul,⁴ therefore, for the most part be also evil, and the beautiful good. Therefore it may be said that beauty is a face pleasant, merry, comely, and to be desired for goodness; and foulness a face dark, uglesome, unpleasant, and to be shunned for ill. And in case you will consider all things, you shall find that whatsoever is good and profitable hath also evermore the comeliness of beauty. Behold the state of this great engine of the world,⁴ which God created for the health and preservation of everything that was made: the heaven round beset with so many heavenly lights; and in the middle the earth environed with the elements and upheld with the very weight of itself; the sun, that compassing about giveth light to the whole, and in winter season draweth to the lowermost sign, afterward by little and little climbeth again to the other part; the moon, that of him taketh her light, according as she draweth nigh or goeth farther from him; and the other five stars that diversely keep the very same course. These things among themselves have such force by the knitting together of an order so necessarily framed that, with altering them any one jot, they should all be loosed and the world would decay. They have also such beauty and comeliness that all the wits men have cannot imagine a more beautiful matter.

“Think now of the shape of man, which may be called a little world, in whom every parcel of his body is seen to be necessarily framed by art and not by hap, and then the form altogether most beautiful, so that it were a hard matter to judge whether the members (as the eyes, the nose, the mouth, the ears, the arms, the breast, and in like manner the other parts) give either more profit to the countenance and the rest of the body, or comeliness. The like may be said of all other living creatures. Behold the feathers of fowls, the leaves and boughs of trees, which be given them of nature to keep them in

---
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their being, and yet have they withal a very great sightliness. Leave nature, and come to art. What thing is so necessary in sailing vessels as the forepart, the sides, the main yards, the mast, the sails, the stern, oars, anchors, and tacklings? All these things notwithstanding are so wellfavored in the eye that unto whoso beholdeth them they seem to have been found out as well for pleasure as for profit. Pillars and great beams uphold high buildings and palaces, and yet are they no less pleasureful unto the eyes of the beholders than profitable to the buildings. When men began to build, in the middle of temples and houses they reared the ridge of the roof, not to make the works to have a better show, but because the water might the more commodiously avoid on both sides; yet unto profit there was forthwith adjoined a fair sightliness, so that if, under the sky where there falleth neither hail nor rain, a man should build a temple without a reared ridge, it is to be thought that it could have neither a sightly show nor any beauty. Beside other things, therefore, it giveth a great praise to the world in saying that it is beautiful. It is praised in saying the beautiful heaven, beautiful earth, beautiful sea, beautiful rivers, beautiful woods, trees, gardens, beautiful cities, beautiful churches, houses, armies. In conclusion, this comely and holy beauty is a wondrous setting out of everything. And it may be said that good and beautiful be after a sort one self thing, especially in the bodies of men; of the beauty whereof the highest cause, I suppose, is the beauty of the soul; the which, as a partner of the right and heavenly beauty, maketh sightly and beautiful whatever she toucheth, and most of all, if the body, where she dwelleth, be not of so vile a matter that she cannot imprint in it her property. Therefore beauty is the true monument and spoil of the victory of the soul, when she with heavenly influence beareth rule over material and gross nature, and with her light overcometh the darkness of the body. It is not, then, to be spoken that beauty maketh women proud or cruel, although it seem so to M. Morello. Neither yet ought beautiful women to bear the blame of that hatred, mortality, and destruction which the unbridled appetites of men are the cause of. I will not now deny but it is possible also to find in the world beautiful women unchaste; yet not because beauty inclineth them to unchaste living, for it rather plucketh them from it, and leadeth them into the way of virtuous conditions, through the affinity that beauty hath with goodness; but otherwhile ill bringing up, the continual provocations of lovers’ tokens, poverty, hope, deceits, fear, and a thousand other matters, overcome the steadfastness, yea, of beautiful and good women; and for these and like causes may also beautiful men become wicked.”

Then said the Lord Cesar: “In case the Lord Gaspar’s saying be true of yesternight, there is no doubt but the fair women be more chaste than the foul.”

“And what was my saying?” quoth the Lord Gaspar.

The Lord Cesar answered: “If I do well bear in mind, your saying was that the women that are sued to always refuse to satisfy him that sueth to them, but those that are not sued to, sue to others. There is no doubt but the beautiful women have always more suitors, and be more instantly laid at in love, than the foul. Therefore the beautiful always deny, and consequently be more chaste than the foul, which, not being sued to, sue unto others.”

M. Peter Bembo laughed, and said: “This argument cannot be answered to.”

Afterward he proceeded: “It chanceth also, oftentimes, that as the other

5. Escape.

senses, so the sight is deceived and judgeth a face beautiful which indeed is not beautiful. And because in the eyes and in the whole countenance of some woman a man beholdeth otherwhile a certain lavish wantonness painted, with dishonest flickerings, many, whom that manner delighteth because it promiseth them an easiness to come by the thing that they covet, call it beauty; but indeed it is a cloaked unshamefastness,7 unworthy of so honorable and holy a name."

M. Peter Bembo held his peace, but those lords still were earnest upon him to speak somewhat more of this love and of the way to enjoy beauty aright, and at the last: "Methink," quoth he, "I have showed plainly enough that old men may love more happily than young, which was my drift; therefore it belongeth not to me to enter any farther."

Count Lewis answered: "You have better declared the unluckiness of young men than the happiness of old men, whom you have not as yet taught what way they must follow in this love of theirs; only you have said that they must suffer themselves to be guided by reason, and the opinion of many is that it is impossible for love to stand with reason."

Bembo notwithstanding sought to make an end of reasoning, but the Duchess desired him to say on, and he began thus afresh: "Too unlucky were the nature of man, if our soul, in which this so fervent coveting may lightly arise, should be driven to nourish it with that only which is common to her with beasts, and could not turn it to the other noble part, which is proper to her. Therefore, since it is so your pleasure, I will not refuse to reason upon this noble matter. And because I know myself unworthy to talk of the most holy mysteries of Love, I beseech him to lead my thought and my tongue so that I may show this excellent Courtier how to love contrary to the wonted manner of the common ignorant sort. And even as from my childhood I have dedicated all my whole life unto him, so also now that my words may be answerable to the same intent, and to the praise of him: I say, therefore, that since the nature of man in youthful age is so much inclined to sense, it may be granted the Courtier, while he is young, to love sensually; but in case afterward also, in his riper years, he chance to be set on fire with this coveting of love, he ought to be good and circumspect, and heedful that he beguile not himself to be led willfully into the wretchedness that in young men deserveth more to be pitied than blamed and contrariwise in old men, more to be blamed than pitied. Therefore when an amiable countenance of a beautiful woman cometh in his sight, that is accompanied with noble conditions and honest behaviors, so that, as one practiced in love, he wotteth well that his hue hath an agreement with hers, as soon as he is aware that his eyes snatch that image and carry it to the heart, and that the soul beginneth to behold it with pleasure, and feeleth within herself the influence that stirreth her and by little and little seteth her in heat, and that those lively spirits that twinkle out through the eyes put continually fresh nourishment to the fire, he ought in this beginning to seek a speedy remedy and to raise up reason, and with her to fence the fortress of his heart, and to shut in such wise the passages against sense and appetites that they may enter neither with force nor subtle practice. Thus, if the flame be quenched, the jeopardy is also quenched. But in case it continue or increase, then must the Courtier determine, when he perceiveth he is taken, to shun thoroughly8 all filthiness of common love, and so enter into the holy way of love with the guide of reason, and first consider that the body where
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that beauty shineth is not the fountain from whence beauty springeth, but rather because beauty is bodiless and, as we have said, an heavenly shining beam, she loseth much of her honor when she is coupled with that vile subject and full of corruption, because the less she is partner thereof, the more perfect she is, and, clean sundered from it, is most perfect. And as a man heareth not with his mouth, nor smelleth with his ears, no more can he also in any manner wise enjoy beauty, nor satisfy the desire that she stirreth up in our minds, with feeling, but with the sense unto whom beauty is the very butt to level at, namely, the virtue of seeing. Let him lay aside, therefore, the blind judgment of the sense, and enjoy with his eyes the brightness, the comeliness, the loving sparkles, laughters, gestures, and all the other pleasant furnitures of beauty, especially with hearing the sweetness of her voice, the tunableness of her words, the melody of her singing and playing on instruments (in case the woman beloved be a musician), and so shall he with most dainty food feed the soul through the means of these two senses which have little bodily substance in them and be the ministers of reason, without entering farther toward the body with coveting unto any longing otherwise than honest. Afterward let him obey, please, and honor with all reverence his woman, and reckon her more dear to him than his own life, and prefer all her commodities and pleasures before his own, and love no less in her the beauty of the mind than of the body. Therefore let him have a care not to suffer her to run into any error, but with lessons and good exhortations seek always to frame her to modesty, to temperance, to true honesty, and so to work that there may never take place in her other than pure thoughts and far wide from all filthiness of vices. And thus in sowing of virtue in the garden of that mind, he shall also gather the fruits of most beautiful conditions, and savor them with a marvelous good relish. And this shall be the right engendering and imprinting of beauty in beauty, the which some hold opinion to be the end of love. In this manner shall our Courtier be most acceptable to his lady, and she will always show herself toward him tractable, lowly, and sweet in language, and as willing to please him as to be beloved of him; and the wills of them both shall be most honest and agreeable, and they consequently shall be most happy."

Here M. Morello: "The engendering," quoth he, "of beauty in beauty aright were the engendering of a beautiful child in a beautiful woman; and I would think it a more manifest token a great deal that she loved her lover, if she pleased him with this than with the sweetness of language that you speak of."

M. Peter Bembo laughed, and said: "You must not, M. Morello, pass your bounds. I may tell you it is not a small token that a woman loveth when she giveth unto her lover her beauty, which is so precious a matter; and by the ways that be a passage to the soul (that is to say, the sight and the hearing) sendeth the looks of her eyes, the image of her countenance, and the voice of her words, that pierce into the lover's heart and give a witness of her love."

M. Morello said: "Looks and words may be, and oftentimes are, false witnesses. Therefore whoso hath not a better pledge of love, in my judgment he is in an ill assurance. And surely I looked still that you would have made this woman of yours somewhat more courteous and free toward the Courtier than my Lord Julian hath made his; but meseemeth ye be both of the property of the Magnificent, commander-in-chief of the papal armies, and a speaker in the dialogue.

1. Modest.
2. Giuliano de Medici, youngest son of Lorenzo
those judges that, to appear wise, give sentence against their own."

Bembo said: "I am well pleased to have this woman much more courteous toward my Courtier not young than the Lord Julian's is to the young; and that with good reason, because mine coveteth but honest matters, and therefore may the woman grant him them all without blame. But my Lord Julian's woman, that is not so assured of the modesty of the young man, ought to grant him the honest matters only, and deny him the dishonest. Therefore more happy is mine, that hath granted him whatsoever he requireth, than the other, that hath part granted and part denied. And because you may moreover the better understand that reasonable love is more happy than sensual, I say unto you that selfsame things in sensual ought to be denied otherwhile, and in reasonable granted; because in the one they be honest, and in the other dishonest. Therefore the woman, to please her good lover, besides the granting him merry countenances, familiar and secret talk, jesting, dallying, hand-in-hand, may also lawfully and without blame come to kissing, which is sensual love, according to the Lord Julian's rules, is not lawful. For since a kiss is a knitting together both of body and soul, it is to be feared lest the sensual lover will be more inclined to the part of the body than of the soul; but the reasonable lover wotteth well that although the mouth be a parcel of the body, yet is it an issue for the words that be the interpreters of the soul, and for the inward breath, which is also called the soul; and therefore hath a delight to join his mouth with the woman's beloved with a kiss—not to stir him to any unhonest desire, but because he feeleth that that bond is the opening of an entry to the souls, which, drawn with a coveting the one of the other, pour themselves by turn the one into the other's body, and be so mingled together that each of them hath two souls, and one alone so framed of them both ruleth, in a manner, two bodies. Whereupon a kiss may be said to be rather a coupling together of the soul than of the body, because it hath such force in her that it draweth her unto it, and, as it were, separateth her from the body. For this do all chaste lovers covet a kiss as a coupling of souls together. And therefore Plato, the divine lover, saith that in kissing his soul came as far as his lips to depart out of the body. And because the separating of the soul from the matters of the sense, and the thorough coupling of her with matters of understanding, may be betokened by a kiss, Solomon saith in his heavenly book of ballads, 'Oh that he would kiss me with a kiss of his mouth,' to express the desire he had that his soul might be ravished through heavenly love to the beholding of heavenly beauty in such manner that, coupling herself inwardly with it, she might forsake the body."

When Bembo had hitherto spoken with such vehemency that a man would have thought him, as it were, ravished and beside himself, he stood still without once moving, holding his eyes toward heaven as astonied, when the Lady Emilia, which together with the rest gave most diligent ear to this talk, took him by the plait of his garment and, plucking him a little, said, "Take heed, M. Peter, that these thoughts make not your soul also to forsake the body."

"Madam," answered M. Peter, it should not be the first miracle that love hath wrought in me."